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ASUM candidate budgets,
‘joke’ team discussed at CB
By MIKE DENNISON
Montana Kalmin Reporter

The spending limit for can
didates running for ASUM offices
was raised, and discussion on a
rumor that a president/vice presi
dent running-mate team is “ run
ning as a joke” ended in
conclusively at Central Board last
night.
Candidates for CB now can
spend $40 rather than $30 on their
campaign, and those running for
officer positions can spend $110
rather than $90.
Originally, the Elections Com
mittee had recommended an in
crease for CB candidates to $60,
but board members objected that
this amount was too high.
Carl Burgorfer, a CB member,
also asked members of the board if
they had heard a rumor that Wayne
Kimmet and Sue Grebeldinger,
potential candidates for ASUM

New

president and vice president,
respectively, were intending to
“ run as a joke.”
"I don’t know what the rest of
you think about this, but I don’t like
it,” Burgdorfer said. “ If they want
to play, they can go somewhere
else and play.”
Burgdorfer said he was told by
ASUM Accountant Andrew Czorny that Grebeldinger asked Czorny if she could photograph his dog
to use as a picture on a campaign
poster.
Tuesday, Grebeldinger declined
to comment on the issue.
But after about 10 minutes of
discussion, CB decided there was
no action it could take on the
matter, and that Grebeldinger and
Kimmet should confront the board
before further discussion.
Steve Stuebner, new co-editor
with Bob Phillips, of the Student
Action Center’s newspaper, the
Activist, told CB he wanted to

“tone down” the paper and solicit
articles from all facets of the
university community.
Stuebner said before that the
Activist’s strong editorial stance
on environmental and social
issues may have alienated some
readers. The paper now will focus
on “ educating students on en
vironmental and political issues.”
“We just want to balance it out,”
Stuebner, a senior in journalism/history, said.
"Before, it was basically (former
editor) Terry Messman’s rag,” he
said. “ He wrote whatever he
wanted.” However, Stuebner said
he still respected Messman’s work
on the paper.
Most board members approved
of Stuebner's plans. Member John
Bulger said: “ (The Activist) will
now get out to all the people
instead of just a few who are
interested.”
Con t. on p. 8

A S U M constitution proposed

By GREG GADBERRY
Montana Kaimin Reporter

The ASUM C onstitutional
Review Board began sifting
through a proposed replacement
for the ASUM Constitution last
night, at the first of two public
hearings to be held this week on
the Constitution.
Discussed was a rewritten Con
stitution prepared by ASUM Cen
tral Board members Greg Ander
son and Andrew Matosich.
The hearing began with a war
ning from former ASUM President
G a rth
Jacobson,
who
recommended that the committee
not change the document.
Jacobson, who served as ASUM
president in 1978-79, suggested
caution in changing the constitu
tion over minor details, saying that
most changes in policy could be
made through the by-laws.
The constitution serves as the
general document for student
government and outlines policy
matters such as the number of
officers and elections. It can only
be changed through a referendum
of ASUM members.
The by-laws, however, serve as
the guidebook for the day-to-day
operation of ASUM and can be
changed through a two-thirds
majority vote of CB.
Following Jacobson's com
ments, the CRB began to go over
the new constitution, but the board
took no official action on the
document.
Major changes suggested by the
new document include:
• giving veto power to the

Air quality: good
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ASUM president. The proposed
constitution allows the president
to veto an action of CB within 5
days of CB's vote. CB could
overturn the veto with a two-thirds
majority vote.
• outlining new duties for the
ASUM vice president. The vice
president would be the ex-officio
chairman of all ASUM committees.
The current constitution outlines
no duties for the vice president.
• ch a n g in g the e le c tio n
process. Elections of ASUM presi
dent, vice president, business
manager and CB members would
take place late Spring Quarter.
This would allow the outgoing CB
to budget money for the upcoming
year.
Currently, elections are held
during Winter Quarter and the new
administration is responsible for
the upcoming year's budget.
This election procedure, how
ever, ignores the election process
as outlined in the constitution
which mandates split elections.
The constitution states that
ASUM officers and most of CB be
elected in the spring, with some
CB members elected the following
f a ll. A c c o r d in g to CRB
Chairwoman Sue Grebeldinger,

the split elections were used in
order that incoming freshmen
could participate in choosing the
few CB members elected in the fall.
According to Anderson, this split
system has not been used for
about eight years.
• creation of a chairman of CB.
The chairman would run CB
meetings if both the president and
vice president were absent.
Currently, the ASUM business
manager assumes the chair
manship of CB if both higher
officers are gone.
Tonight at 6, the CRB will hold a
public hearing to discuss the
proposed constitution. The hear
ing will be held in the University
Center Montana Rooms.
Grebeldinger said, however, that
more public hearings will probably
be held next week in order that the
CRB can totally discuss the docu
ment.
If the CRB approves the propos
ed constitution, it then travels to
CB for consideration. If approved
by CB, the constitution will be put
before the students in the form of a
referendum. To pass, 25 percent of
ASUM members must vote, and
two-thirds of those voting must
approve the changes.

RIVERFRONT PROPERTY may soon be developed. See related story
on page 3. (Staff photo by Gene Mayo.)

Azzara says UM needs
to plan for energy use
By BOOMER SLOTHOWER
Montana Kalmin Legislative Reporter

HELENA — The plan to cover up
most of the window space in the
University of Montana Liberal Arts
Building has angered many peo
ple, one of whom is Rep. Jim
Azzara, D-Missoula.
• The retro-fitting plan for the LA
Building was initiated by the
Department of Administration,
with only minor involvement from
the university community. Azzara
said this lack of initiative from the
university in the area of energy
conservation
is
"g la rin g ly
hypocritical.” The university is in a

position of leadership in the state
and should have been in the
forefront on energy conservation
measures, he said.
“The Department of Administra
tion is undertaking this on the state
level .. . often in ways that are
unacceptable to the university,”
Azzara said, citing the LA Building
as an example. “This should be an
incentive to the University of
Montana to use its inner resources.
(Energy conservation) can be
done more creatively and more
effectively if it stems from an inner
impetus,” he said.
Cont. on p. 8

UM budget request for forestry station trimmed
By CATHY KRADOLFER
Montana Kalmin Lagislatlva Reporter

HELENA—A legislative subcommittee yesterday gave the University
of Montana’s forestry experiment station two additional faculty
positions, then handed the rest of the station’s budget back to its staff for
about a 50-percent cut.
The Joint Appropriations Subcommittee on Education voted 5 to 1 to
have its fiscal analyst draw up a new budget funding forest research for
the 1982-83 year of the biennium only.
The compromise, suggested by Rep. Gene Donaldson, R-Helena,
would essentially put the already planned expansion of the station on
hold for a year. It would also make any funding dependent on the receipt
of a $600,000 grant for a building at the Lubrecht Experimental Forest.
The grant money would construct a building to house the information
collected through the additional research.
Rep. Esther Bengtson, D-Shepherd, who voted against the motion,
said the plan was unacceptable because it would not provide more jobs
or expand the tax base and is "not in the best interests of the taxpayina
public.”
The Forest Conservation and Experiment Station requested an
additional 18 faculty positions and $860,000 to change the scope of its
program from one funded mostly by grants from private sources to one
using state funds. The use of state money,' forestry school Dean
Benjamin Stout told the subcommittee, would allow faculty to study
inventory, productivity and management of Montana forest lands.
Committee members made it clear at the beginning of the hearing that
they would not fund the entire request. The debate centered on whether

it would be best to fund only a portion of the additional research or not
fund the project at all.
Saying he had “pains running through my heart that are just killing
me,” Stout offered several suggestions for cuts in personnel, but added
that he would prefer that the request be funded fully or not at all.
Sen. Jack Haffey, D-Anaconda, said forestry research had been clearly
under-funded in the state in comparison to the Montana State University
Agricultural Experiment Station’s $7 million yearly budget for
agricultural research.
“To support one sector of the state’s economy over another is
unacceptable,” Haffey said.
The subcommittee voted unanimously to appropriate the $650,00Q the
experiment station requested to maintain its current operating level, plus
$44,800 for two additional faculty members to free other faculty for
research.
The $860,000 research request will be re-worked by the fiscal analyst
and Stout and presented to the committee again in several weeks.
Bengtson, who voted against the motion to send the budget back for
revision, said the experiment station’s budget had been separated from
the general university budget two years ago to make it “easier to keep
track of."
“ In my wildest dreams I didn't believe you’d be back in two years with a
request for such an expansion,” Bengtson told Stout.
Stout responded that the search committee which selected him as
dean in 1978 assured him that the state was willing to commit money to
expand the research at the station.
“ I took a 25 percent cut in salary because I was told I’d be able to
develop the research program,” Stout said. “ If that’s not the case, then
I’ve been sold a bill of goods.”

o p in io n
A few things to really worry about . . .
Everyone knows there are a lot of
things happening in today's world. A
new president has been inaugurated,
most of his questionable cabinet
choices have been confirmed and the
hostages are back in the United States.
And there is plenty to speculate
about. How w ill the M ontana
Legislature change our lives? Will the
Soviets invade Poland? Will Reagan
start a war? Which teams will be in the
Super Bowl next year?
But despite all these events in the
news, there are plenty of other things
to be concerned about. Things that
seldom make headlines. Things that
affect all of us much more directly than
most current events.
Let's take a look at some things that
really matter, just to get a litle perspec
tive back into our outlook.
Banks are probably the worst of
society’s ills. Banks like to pretend they
are public service institutions, and they
work hard at cultivating that image in
their advertising. However, anyone
who has ever had money in a bank,
almost everyone, knows that isn’t true.
Once a bank tricks you into keeping
your money there, it’s too bad, Charley.
Your money has just become their
money, and they won’t let you forget it.
For example, if you have one of those
new-fangled
interest-plus-checking
accounts, you will have to keep
anywhere from $100 to $500 in that
account at all times'.
Since the purpose of a checking
account is to spend money, that
becomes a problem.
And just try to get a loan. It’s
possible, but not probable, especially if
you want it for something useless like
going to school. If you want to buy a

car or a stereo, however, that’s another
story—you probably won’t have any
trouble.
If anyone doubts that banks are bad
news, just consider how happy you
were the last time you heard about one
getting robbed.
On a smaller, but no less irritating,
scale are situations in which you put
35C in a pop machine and push that
Dad's Root Beer button. Out comes an
A & W! What are you going to do about
it?
Nothing.
Now, a lot of people probably won’t
care, thinking, “What’s the difference?"
But people who drink a lot of root beer
know the difference.
Hardware stores are another blighton the face of the earth. It's hard to find
what you've looking for in a hardware
store because every store organizes its
m e rc h a n d is e d iff e r e n t ly . A nd
hardware store salespeople are surly
and inefficient. They have never heard
that the customer is boss.
They don’t want you in their
hardware store, but they won’t tell you
outright. They would rather let you
guess by giving you clues, like stan
ding around in the stockroom drinking
coffee while you look around.
If you do gfet bold enough to ask
where something might be, they will
point in the general direction of the
merchandise, rather than showing you
where it is.
There are plenty of other irritants in
society. Pool tables in which the balls
get stuck have always been a real
problem. You just don’t know until you
put in the money, and then it’s too late.
Telephone companies also cause
grief. To order a new phone in Mis

soula, you go to a company office,
where a person behind a desk wants to
know what you’re doing here. When
you tell them, you’re directed to a
special phone that connects you with a
person who will take your order for
real.
Obviously, this is a psychological
ploy. Not being able to see the person
you’re dealing with immediately puts
you on the defensive, while to the
person on the other end of the line,
you’re just another piece of meat.
Trends like this could probably be
quelled if people made a practice of
asking the company representative all
sorts of personal questions, such as:
What do you look like? What are you
wearing? Are you a white, black or red
person? Where do you get your hair
cut? How big is your head? Do you
wear glasses?
Getting attacked by dogs is no
picnic. While most dogs are friendly
and good natured, even the best of
them will sometimes revert to their

letters
Human being
Editor: I see by your paper that former
Grand Wizard of the Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, David Duke, is going to be offering a
lecture here at the university. More impor
tantly though, judging by your headline,
this man is going to be introduced by a
‘black former student.’
I also see your point, a spokesman for a
secret society which boasts white
supremacy to be introduced by a black
man? Why, yes, that is a little, shall we say,
risque, but not, however, the issue at hand.
Rick Ryan, programming director, and
Andre Floyd, our black former student at

natural instincts and bite your ass off if
you don’t pay attention, or piss on your
leg while you’re idly chatting with
someone.
The list goes on. But remember, the
next tim e y o u ’re d istu rb e d by
something in the news, there are plenty
of things that really matter a lot closer
to home.
Scott Hagel

m ontana

\

kaimin

__________________________

o’connell ........................................................................editor
scott hagel .........................................................managing editor
scott davidson .................................................business manager
mm
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large, have both "denied” (as though they
had been accused) that the introduction
would be presented because of Floyd's skin
color. Floyd goes on to say, "I'm not going
to be speaking there as a black man, but as
a human being.”
I would have hoped, oh Kaimin staff, that
you would have given Floyd the courtesy of
being a human being first thoughtful,
intellectual, emotional rather than tagging
onto him (in hopes of an eye catching
headline, perhaps) a simple biological
classification “ black former student."
Zella Downing
junior, education

public forum --------------- ----------- -----------------— -— —-----------------

Intolerance of Duke should cause no shame
Editor:
"/ did not foresee, not having the
courage
of my own thought: the growing
murderousness of the world. . . ”
"The best lack all conviction while the
worst
are full of passionate intensity."
William Butler Yeats

I

It was with some bitter laughter that I
read David Duke’s comments in the
Friday Kaimin, and it was with some
wonder that I heard the jello-headed
pronouncements of Ms. Grebeldinger. It
seems that any among us who is to
counter the speech of a bigot is also a
bigot? Intolerant are we? Yes, I hope so. I
beg all of you to be intolerant and not to
become a perverted pawn in this foolish
game, for the tolerance advocated by
Ms. Grebeldinger and some of my
melon-brained fellow students only
serves the causes of violence and sup
pression.
If our goals as a people are the
attainment of a society whose values are
the prevention of cruelty to men and
animals, and the elimination of violence,
then we had better learn early to be
intolerant. If we extend our precious free
speech principles to policies and modes
of behavior which should not be
tolerated, then we truly are perverts who
will deserve what we get where we get it.
lf we really want a more humane world
can we afford to tolerate those policies
and modes of behavior that threaten to
destroy our goals?

dragged out the poor old First Amend
ment, and sought to skewer me on his
leaden rapier, and some poor woman
wrote in convinced that I was in love with
my rubber ducky. This situation is not
really so hard to understand if we only
clear our minds and try a little. In our
society we often extend tolerance to that
which is radically evil, hoping that
thereby we will preserve the general
good. What we preserve is the evil, and
our liberal democratic illusions of fair
play. Thus we have confused our notions
of obscenity and perversion. David
Duke and the Klan are obscene, and
those who tolerate them in the face of
their murderousness are perverts.
Within the framework of our social
policy we practice two sorts of tolerance.
The first is a passive tolerance that we
grant to established attitudes even if
they are demonstrably destructive; and
the second, we practice an official
tolerance to th6 right, the left, the center,
the up, the down, and lovers, the haters.
This abstract tolerance refuses to take
sides, probably assuming that conflicts
of principle are really only conflicts of
interest. It is thus that tolerance is bent
to the protection of the established,
forms of discrimination, like the Klan.
To some, this may appear as a
birthright of liberal democratic society.
However, we must not forget that a
fundamental restriction also must attach
to this tolerance. In the words of John
Stuart Mill, this tolerance was “to apply
only to human beings in the maturity of
their faculties." Now Mill was not ex
cluding only children and minors:
“ Liberty, as a principle, has no applica
tion to any state of things anterior to the
time when mankind have become

Oh, I know: the last time I spoke out

against Duke, suggesting that obscene
2—Montana
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and lunatic elements had not earned the
right of free speech one sophomore

capable of being improved by free and
equal discussion." Mill emphasizes that
anterior to that time men may still be
barbarians and “despotism is a
legitimate mode of government in deal
ing with barbarians, provided that the
end may be their improvement, and the
means justified by effecting that end.”
In short, tolerance ought not to extend
to the protection of wrongful barbaric
deeds and false opinions which clearly
demonstrate their destructive nature to
the ends of humanity. Where freedom
and human happiness is at stake, we
dare not be indiscriminant. Certain
behavior and attitudes deserve in
tolerance, and to act otherwise is to
pervert toleration into an instrument of
servitude.
The basis of free speech presupposes
mature and capable individuals develop
ing their ideals. This rationale fades in
the face of manipulated, indoctrinated
speakers who parrot propaganda. This
rationale fades when the stupid opinion
is treated with the same respect as the
thoughtful opinion, when the misin
formed draws equal time with the in
formed. when propaganda masquerades
as education, when truth travels with
falsehood. Freedom of speech is
perverted when we tolerate sense along
with nonsense.
This is all justified by some on the
basis that no one is in possession of the
truth, or capable of defining good from
bad, right from wrong. Therefore, all
opinion is to be submitted to the people
for judgement. But the people must have
a capacity, ajaculty for judgement, and
access to authentic information, and
that judgement must result from

autonomous thought. Is this possible if
we treat Duke’s propaganda with the
equal respect that valid, informed ideals
deserve? This use of tolerance serves
not only to protect repressive attitudes
like Duke’s but also serves to neutralize
the opposition, the forces of humanity
and true freedom, by placing them on
the same level.
In my mind, the rights of many of our
minorities are far more important to us in
terms of our humanity than are the
preservation of the abused rights and
privileges of those who are their op
pressors. It should be evident that the
exercise of the rights of some minorities
presupposes the suppression of the
rights of those who prevent their exer
cise. The exercise of the civil rights of the
slaves meant the suppression of their
masters’.
The withdrawal of tolerance from
repressive movements like the Klan,
intolerance to David Duke, these socalled anti-democratic notions of mine,
will, in the end, reinforce the basis of
true, universal tolerance. Most of us
know this in our hearts, even though we
cannot give conceptual voice to this. We
need not feel shame for our intolerant
feelings toward Duke and the Klan, for
this may find expression as a humaniz
ing force that may lead us to a kinder and
more just tomorrow. Shame is for those
shallow souls among us who believe that
no convictions at all is the democratic
norm, for it is by their good offices that
the Hitlers of this world will rise to power.
Don Torgenrud
Graduate, non-degree

Plans made for riverfront property
Two Missoula real estate agents,
Bill Coffee and Bob Brugh, are
trying to put a seven-mile parcel of
Milwaukee Railroad property
along the Clark Fork River into
public ownership. Eventual plans
for the land would link the universi
ty with the downtown via a river
front park.

The land totals almost 80 acres
and stretches from the Milltown
Dam to near Reserve Street.
Neither the city nor the county
has enough money on hand to
purchase the land, so Coffee and
Brugh are trying to recruit in
vestors to hold the riverfront
property in trust until the public

TWO REAL ESTATE AGENTS want to make a seven-mile parcel of river
front property public land. (Staff photo by Gene Mayo.)
Coffee said that this plan cduld
include a domed sports stadium on
the university land along the river.

has a chance to buy it.
Coffee plans to bring this
proposal to the city’s newly formed

Fout to speak on chimps
A pioneer in animal com
munications system, Roger Fouts,
will give a presentation tomorrow
at 8 p.m., in the University Center
Ballroom.
Fouts, a professor of psychology
at Central Washington University
in Ellensburg, specializes in
teaching chimpanzees to com
municate by sign language.
While at the University of *
Nevada-Reno in the 1960s^ he was
a member of Project Washoe. The
project was named after the first
chimpanzee that was successfully
taught to communicate with
humans through sign language.
Since then, both orangutans and
gorillas have learned the system.
Fouts is trying to determine
whether Washoe, who accom
panied him to CWU, can teach sign
language to her offspring. He will
present slides and movies focus
ing on these studies, as well as his
earlier research.
This program is part of the
Distinguished Speakers' Series
and is sponsored by the Graduate

Council, which invites one speaker
each year. Last year’s guest was
biologist George Wald of Harvard
University.
The presentation is free.

o p e n-sp a ce c o m m itte e in
February or March.
O p e n -s p a c e c o m m itte e
members were confirmed at Mon
day’s Missoula City Council
meeting.
The new committee will review
all proposed uses of the $500,000
conservation bond Missoula
voters approved last November.
Coffee said, however, that City
Council members have made no
commitment concerning the river
front property and the conserva
tion bond.
Other money for the property, he
added, could come from mill
levies, conservation groups, state
and federal grants and private
donors.
Coffee himself was nominated
for a position on the committee,
but the council withdrew his name,
citing a conflict of interest because
of Coffee’s attempt to acquire the
property.
Coffee said many people had the
"knowledge of the mechanics and
the expertise” to be on the com
mittee but were not chosen to be
on it.
Coffee added that the committee
may now be cumbersome. “They
will have to go outside the com
mittee for information now,
whereas they could have gotten it
free,” he said.
Also, Brugh and other Missoula
investors have purchased the old
Milwaukee Depot and nine sur
rounding acres. Plans for the
depot include a restaurant and
offices.

PHOTOORAPI-fiC WIZARD
Hammond Arcade
Hours 10-5:30 Weekdays

P o lis h w o rk e rs
c o n tin u e s trik e s

322 North Higgins

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
Millions of workers stayed off the
job yesterday in spreading wildcat
protests that have crippled in
dustries nationwide. The nation's
largest trade union accused (he
co m m u n ist g o ve rn m e n t of
creating
“ another dangerous
crisis” by failing to live up to
concessions won during last
summer’s widespread strikes.

SOREL BOOTS
(Made in Canada)
Premium
Mark V
Caribou

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS

“A COCKEYED
MASTERPIECE!*1

DELUXE DAY PACKS

COMPLETE PACKAGE
ONLY

by Outdoor Products®

$69.95

• Made in U.S.A.
• Padded Shoulder
Straps
• Waterproof

—
•
•
•
•

Meetings
Overnight Ski Trip preparation meeting, 6 p.m..
Women's Center 126
Rodeo Club. 7 p.m., LA 203
Publications Board. 5 p.m., UC 114

WILMA I
Ends Thursday

“WEST SIDE STORY”
8:00 P.M. Only
WILMA II
“Canterbury Tales" X
Ends Thurs.l 7 p.m. a 9 p.m.
ROXY
“Wilderness Family 2”
Ends Thurs.l 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

$095

Why Pay More?

CHECK OUR RENTAL PRICES
Weekdays $4.00

Weekends $5.00

ALL WINTER
SKI COATS &
WINTER VESTS

Film
“Smiles of a Summer Night." 8 p.m.. UC Ballroom

Missoula Theatres

Skis •
Boots
Poles
Binding

,/

Mounting Free

Miscellaneous
Parasites,” a lecture and slide show, 7 p.m., UC
Lounge. Presented by International Student's
Association
CARP forum, noon, UC Mall
Mathematics colloquium on applied statistics in
economics. 4 p.m.. Math 109
Chinese “nature” poetry reading, 8 p.m.. Forestry
106

SHARP-SIAS

$29.95
s39.95
*44.95
*48.95

A rctic Pack

Soreis by Kaufman

Tables
Rugby Club bake sale
Collegiate Association for the Research of Prin
ciples (CARP) information table, U.C. Mall

549-2941
Saturday for Appointments

THE ARMY-NAVY ECONOM Y STORE
Will $ave You Money!

—Joseph M o rg e n ste rn . N ew sw eek

today

Rediscover the b e a u ty . . . o f classic black and white.
No sitting fee for black and white portraits offer extended until
Valentines Day, Feb. 14
CALL FOR DETAILS
Brown Tones and Tinted Prints Available

2 a

M A SII

50% OFF

DELUXE
G A IT O R S

HERE COMES
WRANGLER

Reg. 10.95
ONLY $

★ Straight leg
or flare
★ 14 oz. blue
denim

6° °

An Ingo Preminger Production
Color by Deluxe®
Panavision®

SAT. JAN. 31 7:30 p.m.
UC Ballroom
Students w/ID 50C Public ‘ 1

SKI WAXES
Genuine Gl

4 9 0

*11

95

each
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Special International Dinners

IN VME.MR.PUKe,

A H M A D /W A S P * GOODMEN,
BOTH OF THEM. IF THEYHADN7
BEEN KEEPING AN EYE ON ME,
THE C IA MOULD HAVE WASTED
M E MONTHS
AG O !

ALLINVMS. you've

MAMMYTH BAKERY
CAFE

B££N THROUGH

aunean ordeal..
j

THAT REM IN DS
M E , I PROMISED TEXTID CALLTHE
bo o k
*
GUYS A te LET
CASE. CONCUR.
THEM KNOW
DM O KAY..

every . . .

Thursday . . . Oriental Food
Friday . . . . Mexican Food
COMPLETE DINNER . . . $5.00
Served from 5:30-9:00 p.m.
131 W. Main

Spurious assassins stalk UM campus

549-5542

By JAY KETTERING
Montana Kalmln Contributing Reporter

Molded in my couch, fishbowl
full of rum in hand, I was enjoying
babbled conversation with myself
as my blurry friend watched on.
Suddenly, a suction-cupped
dart bounced off my warm belly
and I was dead.
My roommate had answered the
door to our room only seconds
earlier because someone was
knocking. A very stupid move. He
was also dead.
We had been ambushed by two
assassins only six minutes and two
very odd seconds after the vicious
game had started. The first of
many casualties in this rapidly
spreading college fad.
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The game of “Assassin” or
“ Killer" (as it is known on other
campuses) is a sophisticated game
that combines espionage with tag,
using toy dart guns as weapons.
The object? Shoot your victim
before he shoots you. That we had
not accom plished this was
something my roommate and I had
become soberly aware of.
This campus diversion to study
ing and similar university extra
curricular habits begins when
players turn in a brief biography
sheet to the organizer of the event.
This person then assigns “ h it"'
sheets for each player through a
computer programming process.
After an obituary list is posted for
the names of the deceased and
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guns are distributed, the game is
on.
Each player receives the name of
his assigned victim through the
mail at the same time. Players only
know who they are supposed to kill
and because no one knows all the
people in the game, they must be
cautious of anyone within dart gun
range.
When a person is shot, he turns
his victim sheet over to the
assassin who then pursues his
next victim, forming a self
executing circle.
The game ends when only one
person remains and in this game,
Tom Scott, freshman in physical
therapy, was awarded a case of the
beverage of his choice.
The organizer of the game on the
University of Montana campus,
who wishes to be known only as
Papa Bear, majoring in geology,
said he heard about the game
through his girlfriend who attends
school at Beloit College in Beloit,
Wis., where the game was being
played.
According to the January issue
of Playboy magazine, the slay-forplay game has spread to UCLA,
University of Pennsylvania,
California State, and Florida State
thanks to the efforts of Richard
Baltin, a 23-year-old University of
Florida law student.
Baltin said the game was in
troduced to him at Florida when
his roommate transferred from the
University of Michigan in 1976
where an unorganized form of
“ Killer” had been a favorite dorm
diversion since the early 1960s.
Baltin is now president of KAOS
(Killer As An Organized Sport) and
claims the Gainesville chapter is
the national headquarters.
Once the game began at the UM
campus, the main attitude was that
of paranoia.
One finds students taking
showers with their dart guns in
hand, turning and shooting at the
slightest sound, practicing their
aim on mirrors and unsuspecting
people in the halls, and planning
on how to stay alive.
A player must be shot in the
torso to be officially dead and the
only places off-limits to shooting
are the cafeteria and the library.
One student, who had passed
out on his bed one night, awoke
only to discover the horror of being
a dead man.
The game played on the UM
campus started Jan. 10 and ended
last Sunday and consisted of about
40 players.
Papa Bear said the game was a
success but it dragged some
because off-campus students
were hard to track down.
Another game is being set up for
this Friday, but there is no more
information available from Papa
Bear. Letting the details out only
by word of mouth will help keep
the game small and wellorganized, Papa Bear said.
If people on campus would like
to start their own game of rubbertipped death, they should hang
around Craig Hall next week and
see how the shooting and hiding
takes place.

Center stresses self-reliant living
By MARK GROVE
Montana Kaimin Reporter

The dirt in the garden is frozen
now. The windows of the
greenhouse are tarnished with
snow. The chickens' water is
almost frozen and there is a light
on in the chicken coop to en
courage them to lay eggs during
the winter.
Inside the house Bill McDorman
and Pamela Lee are eating
homemade sourdough bread and
drinking homemade elderberry
wine.
“Winter (s a great time for
drinking wine,” McDorman says.
But this spring McDorman, Lee
and two other housemates will be
busy in their backyard — planting
seeds in the garden, working on
the greenhouse and maintaining
the Montana Center for SelfReliant Living.
The center is an attempt by a few
Missoulians to live within their
means by growing their own food
and heating their homes with the
help of solar collectors.
Although the center is still in its
beginning stages the group hopes
to make it more than just a solar
heater, a backyard garden and a
chicken coop. Besides starting on
three solar greenhouses, they have
constructed shelves in thecellarto
store canned goods and dried fruit.
M cD orm an and Lee, a
sophomore in philosophy and
economics, said they also plan to
plant 20 dwarf fruit trees. They
hope to have peaches, plums,
pears and apples. They also plan
to expand their kitchen, to give
them more room to can and dry
fruits and vegetables.
A hot tub is also planned to give
them a place to relax after working
Th thfe garden, and they will build a
hot water solar collector.
The end result will be raising
enough food on one-third acre of
land inside the city limits of. Mis
soula to sustain them. That is what
makes their project different than
the back-to-the-land movement of
the 60s and early 70s, McDorman
said.

Cities are where most people
live, and if people want to be selfsufficient they will have to do it
within urban areas, he said.
McDorman said if everyone who
wanted to grow his own food,
moved to the country, the open
spaces would turn into one big

Distinguished Speaker’s Series
presents

DR. ROGER FOUTS
(Central Washington University)

apes &
language
8:00 p.m.
January 30,1981
U.C. Ballroom
About Dr. Fouts: A member of the pioneering team that first trainee
a chimpanzee (Washoe) in the use of American Sign Language. His
research with Washoe, her offspring and other chimpanzees has
spanned ten years. His current research is focused on the question of
whether a signing chimpanzee can teach her offspring to use the
language.
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PAMELA LEE and BILL McDORMAN
subdivision.
With the increased costs of food
and energy, McDorman said, it is
more economical to raise your
own food in your backyard than it
is to buy it at a grocery store or
grow it on large plots of land in the
country.
By using compost and planting
seeds close together they will be
able to feed themselves and have
food left over to sell at the People’s
Food Cooperative, McDorman
said.
Selling the food at the co-op
keeps money in the community
instead of spreading it around the
country to the big chain grocery
stores, he said.
The center is not limited to the
four people who are now involved.
They have applied for grants from
Musicians United for Safe Energy
and the Western Sun Co. to he|p
them start a self-reliant living
collective.

Drawing will be raffled
Art department faculty
members and students are
holding a raffle and spaghetti
dinner to raise money for the
Visiting Artists fund.
A drawing by Rudy Autio,
professor of art, will be
raffled away. Autio, an intern a tio n a lly
re c o g n iz e d
ceramicist, donated the
drawing for the fund-raising
effort. Raffle tickets are $1
each.
The Visiting Artists Fund
will provide money to bring
outstanding artists to the

University of Montana

The group has already, bought
three houses and hopes to rent
them to students who want to learn
how to live in a self-reliant system.
The center is geared for people
who are not satisfied with leaving
s c h o o l a nd jo in in g
th e
technological rat race, McDorman

University of Montana to
meet with students, give
lectures and demonstrate
skills.
The winner of the raffle will
be announced at the pasta
fund dinner to be held Satur
day night. Tickets for the
dinner are being sold in
advance and are $5 each.
They can be purchased from
any graduate art student.
Further information can be
obtained by calling the art
department at 243-4181.

said.
"People are becoming alienated
from their life-support system,"
Lee said.
Part of the beauty of raising your
own food is knowing where it
comes from and having the
satisfaction of raising it yourself,
Lee said.
McDorman and Lee said
students would probably be able to
get credit for their participation in
the collective through the Univer
sity Omnibus Program or special
assignments worked out with a
professor.
They said they want students
who are willing to work hard and to
devote a year to the self-reliant
living system.
“ Its a myth that this type of living
is all grand and rosy,” Lee said.
She said people who want to get
involved with the collective will
have to work hard and work with
other people.
McDorman and Lee said they
don’t expect everyone involved to
have the same commitment or
priorities but hope that they would
contribute to the center in their
own way.
People interested in joining the
collective this spring should write
McDorman or Lee at 629 Phillips,
Missoula.

iK tlttO O fM foW fetS t
STARRING TOSHIRO MIFUNE
Kurosawa has taken a traditional
period-drama, completely turned it
around, and given us a fairy tale. He
has employed all the elements from
which the swordplay and costume
pictures are made: coincidence,
loyalty, disguised princesses, lost
treasure, the flight through enemy
lines, and used them in his fantasy for
the purpose of entertaining us. There
are heroics in abundance, feats of
derring-do that cound only be found
m a fairy tale such as this, visualized
• by the master director himself and
acted by the imcomparable Mifune,
if it has a moral, it is that which is
expressed by the princess herself
(this sensible young lady is the only
one to keep her head throughout the
film), an exhortation to be yourself,
to be what you are. and to realize
yourself to the fullest.
•t is as though Bunuel had made The Mark of Z o rro ... The result is what they call an actiondrama m the trade, but one so imaginative, so funny, so tender, and so sophisticated, that it
comes near to being the most lovable film Kurosawa has ever made."
—Oonald Richie. The Films of Akira Kurosawa
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WOODY D IA N E
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“LOVE and DEATH"
*MATINEE SAT & SUN AT 4:00 P.M.
• INTRODUCTO RY REMARKS BY JOE STAATS •

THE SILVER SCREEN'S MOST TORRID ROMANCE!
Power that co n tro ls the
economy should be in the hands of
elected representatives of the
people, not in the hands of an
industrial oligarchy.
—William O. Douglas

GARBO & GILBERT

F L E S H a n d T H E D E V IL
LIVE PIANO A C C O M PA N IM E N T— BOB ATHERN!
*SAT & SUN AT 2:00 P.M. ONLY
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SUMMER NIGHT

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER

(SWEDEN)
Eight characters become fo u r couples in
this exquisite carnal com edy set in tu rn -o fth e-century Sweden. The theatrical ironies
and sexual chases have th e ir roots in M ozartian opera and b o udoir farce, but the sudden
glim pses of dark despair and contem pt are
strictly Bergman.

TONIGHT!
8 p.m.

UC BALLROOM
Students w ith ID 50<P
General Public
$1.00
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By W. C. McRAE
Montana Kaimin Reviewer

One may guess that booze is
important to the James McClure
plays “ Lone Star” and "Laundry
and Bourbon" being presented by
the Clark Fork Actors Alliance
(CFAA) at the Forum. There must
be some corollary between the
voracious drinking onstage and
that which it inspired in the
audience last Saturday night. It is
no small wonder that the plays
improved as the evening went on,
as more alcohol was drunk by the
audience and the reviewer.
It is not only to the barmaid that I
give thanks. I happily give the cast
its due. The plays were well acted
throughout, and the staging was
effective. But I must object to both
the plays and the spirit in which
they were selected.

Unfortunately, the level of com
edy in “ Lone Star” was not even up
to that of cheap Texas beer.
According to its adolescent equa
tion of comedy, if a belch is worth
one laugh, then a fart is worth
three. Topics such as Vietnam, sex
roles and growing older were duly
discussed. But it was cliche. There
were themes, sometimes only

review
gags, but no plot, much like T.V.
“ Laundry and Bourbon" was
more successful. It maintained
humor without relying so heavily
on body processes for its punch
lines and vocabulary. Or was it that
because of T.V., we are more used
to laughing at women than men?
Especially annoying was the

M R T to begin ’81 tour

They are fresh, homemade,
made to order and . . .
THEY BOAST THE
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!
Come on in and enjoy one
o r order one to go!

M 7 PLACE BAR
Live, Country Music 7-nights
-a. Week
Poker, Pool, & Games
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The Montana Repertory Theatre
(MRT) will begin its 1981 season
tour next month with productions
of Bernard Shaw's comedy, “Arms
and the Man” (Feb. 11, 12,18 and
20), and “The Lion in Winter" by
James Goldman (Feb. 13, 14, 19
and 21) in thd University Theatre.
The MRT is a professional com
pany based at the University of
Montana.
After playing in its home town of
Missoula, the MRT will hit the road
for a two month tour of thirty towns
in six western states.
The MRT is now in its fourth
professional season. Its chief goal
is tof offer, tjje ^highest quality
professional theatre to small and
medium sized communities in the
Pacific Northwest and Rocky
Mountain states.
The MRT offers more than live
performances. While touring, the

X-C DOWNHILL
SKI SALE

SAVE 20-25% on these fine skis and boots

company holds workshops on a
variety of theatre arts in the
schools of the hosting community.
Also, each year 2 to 4 student
interns are selected for non-lead
parts in the MRT plays. This year’s
interns, James Moholt, Sheila
Cooney and Darryll Broadbrooks,
receive pay and academic credit,
along with the opportunity of
working with the professional
thespians. Most of the technical
crew and the set designers are also
UM students.
Shaw’s play, “Arms and the
Man” met with critical acclaim
upon its opening in London, in
1894. Unfortunately, the play's
debunking of the glory of war was
too radical an interpretation for the
rorhantic English audience of the
day.
“The Lion in Winter” is a modern
re-telling of the struggle among
King Henry II, Queen Eleanor and
their three sons, over who will
succeed to the throne. The deft
shifts in emphasis from the
hilarious to the melodramatic have
often caused the play to be mis
takenly billed as a comedy.
All seats will be reserved for
these performances. For ticket
information, call 243-4581.

‘Wisdom’ is breathtaking
By RANDY HINKLE
Montana Kaimin Reviewer
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inference that the plays dealt with
something charmingly Montanan
The program maintains that "these
plays would speak well to a Mon
tanan audience.” McClure, it is
further claimed, "writes authentic
western humor.”
I find it difficult to understand
why these plays, particularly
“ Lone Star,” were selected on this
basis. Since when is spitting,
cursing, and belching western
“ humor?”
To suggest that Montanans need
to be fed from their own red-neck
mythology is a good-natured con
descension. Would it speak better
to M on ta n a n s to re p la c e
“ Doonesbury" with "Rick O’Shay"
or “ Cowpokes?” Our artistic pre
judices need not be pandered to.
Nor should we feel selfcongratulatory if they are.
One could claim that the bigotry
and stupidity of the characters
were held up for ridicule. Is this
review, then, the rage of Caliban
seeing his own face in a glass? I
don’t think so. The plays came off
not as irony, but as a nostalgic
pining for the “good old days”
when men were men and the
presidents Republican. If these
symbols, along with Roy’s pink
convertible, are lost to the West, so
much the better.
I am not obliged to accept these
symbols, nor discover irony where
none was present. Despite the fine
acting, the plays induced a
nostalgia for an old West which
was neither as funny nor as fun as
we are told. It is the same mistyeyed, backward-looking simplemindedness that elected Ronald
Reagan and maintains the ‘Urban
Cowboy,’ f
That we are served up this level
of art, and as an audience con
sume it so heartily, indicates that
we are all too ready for the
inanities of the Republican ’80's.
Arthur Symons once wrote, “ Com
paratively few people care for art at
all, and most of them care for it
because they mistake it for
something else." Certainly an
artistic outing, even in bar theatre,
could be more fulfilling than this.
CFAA, you could be replaced by
a wide screen T.V.

Bruce Beresford’s The Getting
of Wisdom, made its Montana
premiere this week at the Crystal
Theatre.
Set in Australia at the end of the
Victorian period, the film follows
the life of Laura Tweedle Rambothem (Susannah Fowles)
through three terms at a stern
college for young women. Laura
arrives at school a naive girl from
the Australian outback, un
prepared for the snobbery and
petty jealousy of her classmates.
Ashamed of her poor heritage,
she attempts to win the approval of
her peers by mimicking their
vicious egotism. In short, she
becomes a snob. Laura gains great
status by fabricating a tale of her
passionate love affair with a young
minister.
Laura's glory is short lived,
however, once her deception is
discovered. Ostracized by the rest
of the girls, Laura becomes a loner,
devoting much of her time to
studies and to the piano. It is
through her music that she
becomes acquainted with Evelyn,
an older girl at the school.

At this point Beresford takes his
greatest risk in the film, which had
played something like a slick
remake of Hayley Mills in The
Trouble with Angels. The young
women become exceptionally
close, much like young lovers.
Beresford treats the relationship
with such sensitivity that the
audience .is deeply moved by the
be&uty of its intensity; there is a
sharing and interdependence that
is often missed in similar presen
ta t io n s
o f h e te r o s e x u a l
relationships.
The film
is b e a u tifu lly
photographed. Beresford is in
tensely aware of the breathtaking
splendor of the Australian coun
tryside. The seaside is a stunning
mixture of white sand, black
boulders and the pale blue sea.
The gardens surrounding the
school are awash with green and
b rillia n t reds. Against all
backgrounds. Beresford makes
Laura stand out, taking full advan
tage of Fowle’s marvelous ability to
hold the eye of the viewer unrelen
tingly with her piercing eyes.
Neither the film nor the director
should be missed if they return to
town.

Contract negotiators awaiting budget
The contract-negotiating team
for the University Teachers’ Union
told members Tuesday "basically
not to expect any thousand-dollar
raise,” according to Howard
R e in h a r d t,
p ro fe s s o r o f
mathematics and president of the
UTU.
The meeting was held to relay
inform ation concerning the
legislative session in Helena and
how the lobbying effort on behalf
of the Montana University System
was progressing.
The UTU is negotiating with the
administration on a new two-year
contract, but negotiations are now
awaiting the Board of Regents’
budgetary proposal to the
Legislature.

The current contract expires in
June.
Tuesday's meeting was intended
to keep members abreast of
developm ents,
but “ there's
nothing much new,” Reinhardt
said.
The Board of Regents will hold
its next meeting on Feb. 6, where,
among other things, the UTU
negotiations will be discussed,
according to John Richardson,
commissioner of higher educa
tion.
The board is expected to draw
up its proposed university system
budget by mid-February and pre
sent it to the' Legislature at that
time. On the basis of this proposal
and its chances of approval,
serious negotiations involving

classifieds
lost and found
LOST: 4 MONTH old. black Malamute cross puppy,
white on chest and toes. Black collar. Last seen in
vicinity of Aber Hall Sun. night. 243-5294 or 2432012, 721-4294._________________________ 50-4
LOST: FRIDAY night 1/23 U.C. Lounge
Coffeehouse: 1 handmade brown wool hat with
blue specks. 1 pair sheepskin mittens. Please
return! These have great sentimental value,and are
close to my heart! (Besides that, I'm cold!) If you
have them, please return to info, desk in U.C. or
call 543-3756, Maggie.___________________ 50-4
FOUND: LAST Wed. Woman's Bulova wrist watch.
Call 549-6949.__________________________ 50-4
LOST: LADIES' gold-colored wrist watch — Timex
— .either in Lodge or between Lodge and U.C.
Please call 728-1486.___________ .________ 50-4
LOST: WED. eve. from Laundra Queen, down jacket
and one sneaker. Sentimental value, handmade
jacket. No questions. Reward, 549-6820. Mrs. Ken
Young.
50-4
LOST AT Qriz pool. Necklace w/fish and cross. If
50-4
' found call 243-2146._________________
LOST: ORANGE, yellow, brown and white collie
dog. Male. Up the Rattlesnake or Missoula Ave.
Call 549-7322._____________________
48-4
LOST: SINGLE Ford car key in vicinity of Fine Arts
building. $5 rewardl Call Deborah, 243-6809 or
728-4737.
48-4
LOST: WOULD whoever picked up my racquetball
racquet. Tues.. Jan. 20. from the women's locker
room, please return it to me or to the equipment
room. No questions askedl Thanks! Call Lisa at
721-1046.______________________________ 48-4
LOST: PHARMACOGNOSY book. Forestry 206. If
found please call 258-6332 anytime after 5 p m.,
ask for Bob or leave a message. REWARD!!! 48-4
LOST: ONE Jonsreds 52E chainsaw'from'tHe
Foresters Ball.* Please return to Forestry School
office. No questions asked.
47-4
LOST: 4-MONTH old female kitten. Gray, tiger
striped w/white. Near Eastgate Shopping Center.
543-7583 or 549-0666.___________________ 47-4
FOUND: WOMAN'S Bulova wrist watch. Call 5496949.
47-4
LOST: AT the Foresters Ball or on the way. A pocket
watcfi/calculator (Sonica). Gold with a brown
leather case. Please call 549-3612.
47-4

KEG NIGHT—Tonight at 11:00, FREE BEER until
the keg runs dry. Dance to the uptempo country
sounds of TIN CUP—THE FORUM—Beneath The
Acapulco._____________________________ 51-1

BARB, wish I could be there in person to wish you
the best birthday ever. Happy Birthday. Love
Lauren. ___________________ <
51-1
CALITOS. now that you're legal, how about a
shower together? The Gang of Five.
51-1
FOR SALE! The aquatic transport vehicle. S.S. Dorf
Complete with life jackets and oars. Call 728-2889
after 1700 hours. Ask for seaman, no class Hilge.
____________________________________
51-1
GENTLEMAN twenty-seven who owns home, loves
pets and most sports, average looking, kind,
compassionate. Would like to meet nice female.
Eventual goal MARRIAGE. Call Brian. 543-4404
after 6:00. SERIOUS!____________________ 51-1
DAVID DUKE. Feb. 18. Tickets noyv on sale in U.C.
Box Office. $1.00 Students. $2.00 General Public.
_______________________________________ 51-6
MARY. Happy Birthday + 1

love otter.

ju

NEED A friendly ear? Come to the Student Walk-in.
Special entrance east end of HEALTH SERVICE.
OPEN 8 a.m,-5 p.m. and 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
weekdays; Sat. 8 p m -12 a.m.; Sunday 8 p.m.11:30 p.m. WE CARE!__________________ 44-30
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening Student Walk-in. Student
Health Service Building. Southeast Entrance.
Weekdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.;
Saturday 8 p.m.-12 a.m.; Sunday 8 p.m.-11 30 p.m.
43-30

COOP POSITION FOR GRAD STUDENTS:USDA
Forest Service, Public Information Specialist, GS5 or 7. For more info and application forms, come
to the Co-op Ed. Office, Main Hall 125, Ext. 2815.
Deadline: Feb. 6,1981.__________________ 51-4
WANTED RETAIL MANAGERS. Fast growing retail
corporation seeks exceptional men and women
for management positions in its drug store, home
center and apparel divisions. Excellent pay and
benefits. Formalized training. Great opportunities
for career advancement. Stores* located in ten
west coast and intermountain states, including
Hawaii and Alaska. Prefer education or
background in merchandising, marketing,
management, fashion design or advertising. If you
want to accept the challenge of retaif the Pay'n
Save Corporation wants you. Contact your
Placement Center for an interview or Pay'n Save
Corporation in Seattle (206) 447-6037.
50-1

INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE:. Montana Power Co. has
positions available for summer interns in
Journalism (3.0 GPA comp, junior yr.); Library
Science (2.5 GPA comp, junior yr.); Bus. Admin.
(3.0 GPA MBA); Bus. Acctg. (3.0 GPA. 2-3 yrs. of
acctg.); Comp. Science (2.5 GPA. comp. soph,
yr.); Wildlife Biology (3.0 GPA; knowledge of
water fowl). Salary: $l.000/mo . Location: Butte.
Deadline: Feb. 11. 1981. Application forms and
. info, available in Co-op Ed. Office. Main Hall 125.
49-4

• ALL S T Y L E S 20% off
• F re e multi-color Birk Poster
• Sale good through Sat., Feb. 7th

I NEED a ride to Seattle anytime between Jan. 31 and
Feb. 4. Will help with gas expenses and driving.
_____________ 51-4
Call Sue at 721-1327.

• Downtown * 549-0666

Thursday ISite Special

All the Spaghetti
you can eat

NEED RIDE for 1 person to Bozeman, leaving Friday
(30th) at 5 p.m. or later (Return Sunday). Will
share gas. Call 243-4217.________________ 50-4
RIDER NEEDED: Leaving Missoula for N.D., Minn.,
& on to Chicago. Feb. 1. '81. Leaving early. Rider
needed to share gas. Call 543-8808._______ 50-4
RIDE NEEDED: for 3 women to Gt. Falls. Can leave
Feb. 11th or 12th, to return Feb. 16th. Will share
expenses. Call 243-2115.________^_______ 50-4

plus

one

FREE glass of

Beer

RIDE OR SHARE rides from Woodside to U of M, MF, 8-5. Nancy 961-4698 or campus 5445.
47-4

$18S

(or sale
1 Pair Dunham Speciale hiking boots, suede uppers
w/vibram soles. Size 11 V4. Brand new. $45.00.2432328.__________________________________51-2
DORM SIZED refrig. $75.00. 728-8966.______ 51-2

Villa Santino

1973 JEEP CJ — low mileage. Best offer. 542-2455.
50-3

241 W. Main Downtown

for rent
LARGE 1-BDRM. apartment, w/d hook-up, no pets,
$180/mo. + deposit. 549-2687 or 543-5953. 50-4
COZY
ONE-BEDROOM unfurnished house.
Recently carpeted and insulated. $165, low
utilities. 549-1254 or 728-1994.____________48-5
NO rfENT payments until Feb. 1, then $225 mo.
Large, unfurnished. 2-bdrm. apt. Carpeted, all
major applicances: washer-dryer,- hookups. Kids,
pets OK. $125 deposit. 728-0921 days. 549-6163
eves.
46-5

roommates needed
SMALL but ECONOMICAL. $70/mo. Always home
after 8:30 p.m. 728-7851._________________ 51-1
FEMALE
ROOMMATE needed immediately.
Beautiful house. $87.50 plus utilities. Call 5435255._____________
51-2
3 BDRM . close to school. Nice place. Laundry. $108
mo. 549-0640.
49-5

X -C B O O T

FEMALE ROOMMATE, non-smoker, to share
furnished 2-bdrm. basement apartment. 10 blocks
from U. $137.50/month. Utilities paid,
washer/dryer included. 721-5484 evenings and
weekends! Keep trying!
48-4

Model 200
HIGH TOP

Reg. 8000 ..................

real estate
VACATION HIDEAWAY near Seeley Lake. Under
$3,000, owner financing. 728-1248.
49-4

JOBS IN Alaska! Summer/year-round. High pay;
$800.-2000 monthly! All fields — Parks. Fisheries.
Oil Industry and more! 1981 Employer listings,
information guide. $4.00. Alasco. Box 9337, San
Jose. CA 95157.
47-8

ORC common adventures

typing

SEE U.C. 164 for details.__________________ 51-1

LOST TRAIL, WEEKENDS.________________ 51-1
LOLO PASS. X-C Skiing. T-Th._____________ 51-1
BANFF, Spring Break, downhill, X-C.

9:30
To
5:30
Mon.
Thru

NEXT TO
OGG’S SHOES
Downtown
721-4870

ICE CLIMBERS. Pine Creek. Soon._________ 51-1

51-1

Sat.

51-22

ACCURATE TYPIST. 100 wpm, 75 cents a page.
728-8508 (eve.)
49-4
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Berta Piane. 251-4125
after 5. Campus pick-up. delivery.
44-30
THESIS TYPING service. 549-7958.________ 40-34

"""■ffr^FREE BEER

FLOWS AT
10:00 P.M.

IBM RUSH typing. Lynn. 549-8074. Professional
editor and thesis specialist.
38-36

automotive
ALL TYPES of automotive repair for half the price.
CALL 543-7000 ONE STOP BODY SHOP. 49-4
1977 CHEV. Blazer, 4 spd.. stereo, excellent
condition. $4,200. 273-2940 evenings.
48-8

51-1

Bar Theatre is Back in Missoula!
"They’re so ’bad’ they belong on network
television.”
McCarthy Covle. MQTV
“Actors must also eat. Support them!”
Joe Staats, Crystal Theatre

LAST CHANCE!
Sun Valley or Bust
FOUR FEET OF SNOW!

Sign up in
W.C. 109

. . . It’s a . . .

BIRKENSTOCK SALE

1960 FORD PICK-UP — 721-4899.__________ 50-2

help wanted

TYPING, Editing. 778-6393. Sandy, after 5.

BS

transportation

RIDE NEEDED to Billings Saturday morning and
back to Missoula anytime Sunday. Will share with
expenses and driving. Call Ming, 243-2035 or 7284 8 6 8 ._________________________________51-4

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY options, call Marie.
728-3820. 728-3845, 251-2513 or Mimi, 549-7317.
_______________________________________47-27

1 Listen to Jonathan
on the Guitar
9-12

e k k o iis i2
It’s no . . .

“ It's all quiet on the front for
awhile,” said Jack Noble, deputy
commissioner for financial affairs
for the university system and a
member of the administration’s
bargaining team. He said, “ I don’t
think there are any major points of
controversy” in the negotiations at
this time.

DECENT EXPOSUREI Personal statements in the
theatre. A concert of solo performances by faculty
and students. SEE: Naomi Lazard, Dennis Voss.
Randy Bolton and Proteus Mime Theatre. Each
presentation by the performing artist was
developed from her/his personal experiences.
Jan. 29. 30, 31, Great Western Stage, 8:00 p.m.
Tickets $2.00. Call 243-4581 for reservations.
________________________________
49-4

MODEL NEEDED for Billings style show. Free
haircut. Call Roseann 543-4364.
50-4

TO ALL those opposing the speech of David Duke:
remember the words of John Milton. “. . . And
though all the winds of doctrini were let loose to
play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field, we do
injuriously, by licensing and prohibiting, to
misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood
grapple: who ever knew Truth put to her worse, in
a free and open encounter?" Signed. The Great
PoohrBah
51-1

u 140

P itc h e rs ^ - 1

However, the budget is not
expected to be finalized gntil midApril. At that time the Board of
Regents will know exactly how
much is to be allocated to the
university system as a whole,
which will give the bargaining
teams a firm basis for negotiation,
Richardson said.

RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman for the weekend. Would
like to leave Friday. Call Paula after 7:30 p.m. 7285631._______________________*__________ 51-4

personals

LIVE MUSIC NIGHTLY—This Week—Tin Cup.
following the CFAA’s production of "Lone Star"
and "Laundry and Bourbon*'—The Forum beneath
Thq Acapulco.
51-2

From 7-9 P.M.

begin,

BACHELOR'S RECIPES: For 15 simple and tasty
meals, send $3.00 to: York-19.222 E. 86th St., New
York, NY 10028. Satisfaction guaranteed.
49-6

0VER6EAS JOBS—Summer/Year round. Europe.
S. Amer., Australia. Asia. All fields. $500$l200/monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC
Box 52-MT-2 Corona Del Mar, Calif. 92625. 51-22

DANCEROBICS
fun.
effective,
creative,
challenging. Classes begin Feb. 2. Monday and
Wednesday 7-8 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday 1011 a.m. Pre-register 549-5863.__________ 51 -2

can

HIDE & SO LE

FOUND: WATCH in Science Complex 131. May be
identified and picked up in the Kaimin Business
office.
48-4

LAST CHANCE for Sun Valley. 4 ft. of snow and still
flying. Sign up for this UM Skiing Trip by £eb. 2.
'81. WC 109. Trip dates Feb. 13-16._______ 50-3

specific figures
Richardson said.

TIN C U P

One Week Only

Clark Fork Actors' Alliance
presents

LONE STAR and
LAUNDRY AND BOURBON
afThe Forum
January 22-24,29-31

8:00 P.M.

Tickets $3.50
UC Bookstore, Eli’s,
Freddys, Wordens, Acapulco

145 W. Front
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A S U M ----------Cont. from p. 1
The board also heard from
ASUM Legislative Committee
Chairman Bill Bronson on the
progress of several bills and the
work of ASUM's two lobbyists.
Steve Carey and Mike Dahlem.
Some of the bills Bronson
reported on are:
• a bill to state-fund the Mon
tana University System’s workstudy program, with $600,000 over
two years. The lobbyists will testify
in favor of the bill.
• two bills to give the university
system $1.4 million for library
a c q u is it io n s . T h e ASUM
Legislative Committee so far sup
ports only the first bill, as it would
take $700,000 out of investment
earnings from Montana’s coal
severance tax. The second bill
would take $700,000 out of the
trust fund set up by the coal tax,
and Bronson said "we do not want

• a bill calling for a con
stitutional convention to draft a
federal constitutional amendment
banning abortion. Bronson said a
"very large majority” of University
of Montana students are against
banning abortion, according to a
survey the Legislative Committee
took last year, and that UM’s

central station generating plants,
in cost-effective energy conserva
tion and renewable resource
proposals, Azzara said.
“ It's vastly cheaper to produce a
kilowatt by saving it than to make a
generating plant,” he said, but
added that “ it's not as profitable for
utilities.”
If the university system could
come up with cost-effective
energy conservation plans, the
utilities would provide the capital
to put them into effect, he said.

As a spokesman for the universi
ty, the hesitancy of UM in initiating
conservation measures has put
him in an awkward position, Az
zara said. The other members of
the Legislature wonder why the
university does not lead by exam
ple in making campus buildings
more energy efficient, he said.
Azzara said he would be "more
than happy to sponsor any form of
legislation” the university wants to
propose in the area of retro-fitting
and conservation.

to see the trust fund busted up
yet.’’
• House Bill 334, which would
require legislative approval of
ambient air standards set by the
state Board of Health. Dahlem
lobbied against this bill earlier this
week.
• a bill to grant 18 additional
faculty members and $860,000 to
the University of Montana for
forestry research. Bronson said "it
does not look very good" for the
bill, and urged those with an
interest in forestry to write
legislators in support of the bill.
(See related front page story.)

A zza ra ---------Cont. from p. 1
Azzara said he is planning to
introduce a resolution that would
call for the formation of an inter
campus committee to assess the
energy savings that could be had
from retro-fitting buildings in the
university system. He said he is
studying ways in which the money
saved at each institution, could be
kept at the institution for other
purposes. "We shouldn't dock it
from the operating budget,” he
said.
There are two alternatives for the
"up-front" funding for energy
saving plans, he said. One source
would be the state, which he said
has “the responsibility to put up
front money for the projects." The
other source would depend on the
passage of a bill he is sponsoring
that would require utilities to invest
in energy conservation before
acquiring major resources.
This bill would require investorowned utilities to invest money
that would have otherwise gone to

ATTENTION
Zoology Students

fv ie a l
lobbyists will lobby against the bill.
In other business, CB:
• heard that one-third of the
1980-81 faculty evaluations are
nearly completed. ASUM Presi
dent David Curtis said the objec
tive computer-generated data
from Fall Quarter's evaluations will
be tabulated by tomorrow, and that
the subjective written data should
be summarized soon.
• heard that student openings
exist on two new UM search
committees. Two students will be
on a committee to nominate a new
director of admissions, and one
student will be on the committee
nominating a new doctor for the
Student Health Service, as one
doctor is resigning. Interested
students should contact Curtis.
• heard that openings exist on
the following ASUM committees:
Lpgal Services, Campus Recrea
tion, Traffic Board, University
Athletics and University Stan
dards.

'*World
“If it swims, w e’ve g o t it."
Store Hour*— 10:00 em-7:00 pm
Monday Thru Saturday

We Stock Missoula's Largest
Selection of Cichlids, both
South American and African
Cichlids

1947 South Ave. West We e m p h a s ize
549-8710

h e lp in g th e b e g ln n e rl

THE LIBRARY
10-11
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Forum held about Duke

Most of the nine persons atten
ding the campus-town meeting
la st n ig h t in ” th e m u s ic 
listening room of the University
Center Lounge wanted David
Duke to speak Feb. 18 so that they
would "know what they're
fighting."
Barry Adams, organizer of the
meeting and environmental and
social coordinator for the Student
Action Center, said the meeting
was designed to provide a forum
for a community-campus dialogue
over the Duke controversy.
Jerry Dirnberger, who moved to
Chris and Lisa were relaxing on
a Wolfe Park bench when an old Missoula two weeks ago from
man with a long white beard and a Denver to start a management
loin cloth sat down next to Chris. consulting firm, said that Duke will
"My name's Noiman Lizard. I’m be an educational experience.
"By understanding where he’s
Brooklyn's poem wizard," he said.
"Go back to Brooklyn,” said coming from," Dirnberger said, "at
least you can get a feel for how you
Chris.
“ No, I'll stay with you and my can respond.”
poetry spew.”
Brad Warner disagreed. "You
“ If you don't leave, we will.”
don’t fight (racism) from an
"Weather thou goeth, so goeth I; armchair,” Warner said, "you fight
38 will be today's high. Weather
thou goeth, so do I go; 28 will be
tonight's low. Journey with joy, or
journey with sorrow: variable
clouds, with snow by tomorrow.”
Lisa drew her huge automatic
and aimed it at Noiman's loin cloth.
“ I’m leaving — just watchl But
don't shoot my crotch!" Noiman
fled.
"Thank you," Chris said. He
Applications may
kissed Lisa on the cheek.
To be continued.

Weather o r Not

it in the streets where it’s real."
Warner, a senior in English, said he
saw Duke on television and found
him to be a “ hedgehog" when
answering questions.
“ Duke is dangerous," Warner
said.

Law team
advances
The University of Montana
Law School moot court team
won the second round of
national moot court com
petition yesterday. They
defeated the University of
New Mexico in New York
City, according to Betty
Blankenship, administrative
assistant for the law school.
She said they will go into
the quarter-finals today, with
16 teams left in the contest.

L

HIGH FEVER
6 - 9 —- 500 Highballs 350 Schooners
$1.50 Pitchers
10-11

TRADING POST *

NO
COVER

SALOON I

The Residence Halls Office is Currently
Accepting Resident Assistant Applications
for the 1981-82 Academ ic Year

LANDRY’S USED
VACUUMS
Buy — Sell — Trade
Repair — Rebuild
All Makes and Models
Used Canisters Start at

$8.95
$12.95

be obtained at the Residence Halls Office, Room 101, Turner Hall,
or at any of the respective hall desks.

Applicants must have a minimum 2.00 G.P.A. and an interest in working with people.
Interviews will be scheduled during Winter Quarter, and new resident assistants will be selected
prior to the end of Spring Quarter.
Questions relative to these positions should be directed to th© Residence Halls Office.
Applications should be completed and returned to the Residence Halls Office
by February 1,1981.

Uprights at

131 Kensington 542-2908
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